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Why trust BestReviews? BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choices for most consumers. We only make money if you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are ours. Read more BestReviews spends thousands of
hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choices for most consumers. We only make money if you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are ours. Read more BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to
recommend the best choices for most consumers. We buy all products with our own funds, and we never accept free products from manufacturers. Read more If you have a large yard to mow, a horse mower can make your job much easier. But since these machines can be expensive, you'll want to do some research
before taking one home. Husqvarna TS354D$3,699Tractor545.525HydrostaticBuy nowCub Cadet XT1 Enduro Series LT$1,599Tractor425.25 8HydrostaticBuy nowCub Cadet CC $30$1,599Rear engine304.2511.5HydrostaticTroy-Bilt Super Bronco XP$3,299Tractor545.526HydrostaticBuy nowJohn Deere
E120$1,898Tractor425.520HydrostaticBuy nowCraftsman R110$1.199 Rear engine30410.5ManualBuy nowPoulan Pro PP19A42$1,449Tractor425.219AutomaticBuy nowData obtained April 2019. Prices can be changed and should only be used as a general guide. There are three main types of lawnmowers. The right
choice for you will depend on the size and disposition of your yard, your budget and your personal preferences. Rear engine. These are the smallest of your riding mower options, making it a good fit for narrow spaces and smaller courts. But they are also the slowest option and can't pull attachments. Lawn and garden
tractor. One of the most popular options, lawn and garden tractors are larger and more versatile than rear-engine mowers. You can also buy separate attachments such as box scrapers, dethirs and dump carts for small jobs around the house or farm. Zero turn. These mowers are the group's high performance option.
They can reach the fastest top speeds and have impeccable handling, making them perfect for very large areas with few tight spaces. When buying a new lawnmower on horseback, consider these important features: Price. The news riding can cost between $1,000 and $5,000 or more, depending on size, type and
model. While you can often find used mowers for much cheaper, consider the cost of repairs that may be needed to figure out whether it's really a good deal or not. Cutting width. The size of your mower's deck will determine the width of a strip it can mow in a single pass. The wider the cutting width, the more you can
mow at a time. But larger mowers can be harder to manoeuvre than smaller, faster models. Speed. The mowers come different top speeds, which can be anywhere from five to 10 miles per hour and more. Consider a faster mower if you have a large area to mow. Slower mowers can be a good fit for smaller courses with
tight spaces. Engine. Most horse mowers are equipped with a 14 to 37 horsepower engine. In general, higher power engines are better for larger tractors with wide bridges and those used to pull fasteners. Transmission. There are three types of transmissions that you might find in a horse mower: manual, automatic and
hydrostatic. Manual transmissions come with a set of gears that you select by hand. Automatic transmissions are similar to your car' — you control speed with an accelerator pedal. Hydrostatic transmissions are the smoothest and tend to last the longest, but they are also the most expensive. Bridge commitment. You will
need to hire the mower deck in order to cut the grass. Some models have a simple commitment of platform with push buttons, while others are more complicated to use. Additional features. If you have the budget for bells and whistles, consider additional features such as a front bumper, digital time counter, gas gauge,
cruise control, cup holder and arm rest. Horse mowers are quick and convenient tools to have around the house, but they can also result in unpleasant injuries if not used properly. Follow these basic safety tips to prevent injury: always wear goggles, shoes or boots, and closed-toe clothing when mowing. Never remove
or disengage safety devices. Know how to stop the mower in an emergency. Remove large debris, toys and other obstacles from the area before mowing. Never let children drive or ride on the mower. Always start your mower from the seat. Never start it by standing on the floor. Be more careful when mowing hills and
slopes. Never use a lawnmower under the influence of alcohol. Horse mowers can make your yard a breeze, but these are expensive pieces of equipment. Do your homework before you buy to make sure you get the best deal and mower for your yard size and needs. Ready to buy? Comparing the top horse mowers Not
sure of a riding lawnmower is good for you? Compare popular mowers with zero turn or our guide to buying push mowers. To create our list of the best horse mowers, we conducted our own research on the Internet, comparing the price, size, type and overall characteristics of some of the most popular models currently
available. We also took into account our own personal experiences, as well as product reviews by third parties. The average mower lasts about 10 years with proper maintenance. Some of the most popular riding mower brands are: John DeereTroy-BiltHusqvarnaPoulan ProCub Cadet The answer comes down to your
budget, the size of your yard and your personal preferences. Horse mowers can save a lot of time when cutting large areas, but may not be worth the investment if you you a small space to cut. Has this content been useful to you? Troy-Bilt 12AVA2MR766 21 in. Gas mowers are without the obvious lead restrictions of



wired electric options, making them more suitable for larger lawns, but having an engine in the mower normally comes with quite a price increase. There are now of course battery-powered mowers, but these add an extra premium to the price tag. The Troy-Bilt TB210 has all the advantages of a high-end motor mower,
but still being more expensive closer to electric cord models. Although best suited to small to medium sized lawns (1/4 to 1/2 acre), it gives a large cut and is easy to start and use. The TB210 is Troy-Bilt's entry-level self-propelled model, replacing the popular TB200. Whether you're looking to switch to a motor mower or
replace an older model without breaking the bank, the TB210 is a great choice. This is not to say it is without competition; Toro offers models at a similar price, while Honda's options are a little more, but offer some superior features. Read on to find out how it works. FeaturesDeck wash feature makes cleaning
easierFront wheel drive helps maneuver the mowerThree exit options to suit how you like to todKey specificationsTotal weight: 75lbs Handle height: 38-inches Engine size: 159cc Side discharge: Yes Self-driving: Adjusting the height of the front motor wheel: 2 electric levers Start: No warranty: 2 years Blade width: 21-
inch bag capacity (bushels): 1.9 Cutting positions: 6 Minimum cutting height: 1.25 inches maximum cutting height: 3.75 inchesCleaning your toower after use normally means tipping on its side to off the stuck grass, but the TB210 features a deck wash system. This allows you to attach your garden hose directly to the
mower and blow the rotating blades with water while it is still safe on all four wheels. The eat, don't change oil system also makes maintenance simple. Unlike most self-propelled mowers, the TB210 is front-wheel drive rather than rear or all-wheel drive. This allows the mower to be turned easily by raising it on only its
rear wheels, where there is no motor resistance. However, placing the power at the front means it doesn't have the weight of the bag on the wheels to help give traction. The TB210 has a side drop to eject the grass, which can be opened. Alternatively, the grass is directed into the back bag for collection, or mulch under
the mower. However, it does not have Honda's ability to choose a variable mix of mulch and storage Design and constructionThe well-built, well-built lawnmowers with two metalfts for wheelsSym bridge extends beyond the wheels for edge-to-edgeNo cushioned on the handle can lead to vibration fatigueImage 1 of 4
(Image Credit: Troy-Bil Image 2 of 4 (Image Credit: Troy-Bilt)Image 3 of 4 (Image Credit: Troy-Bilt)Image 4 of 4 (Image Credit: Troy-Bilt)The wheels of the TB210 are mounted on independent metal axels, rather than bolted directly onto the mower's body. This, Troy-Bilt claims, helps keep the wheels running straight, and
allows the mower to be lifted and lowered using only two levers rather than four. The TB210 bridge has been designed to create enough vacuum to allow grass to move freely and extends beyond the wheels to allow for an easy edge. This is something we expect from high-end mowers, but is not always the case with
cheaper options. A front-mounted plastic rake and a s-shaped blade are also designed to improve the cut. At 38 inches, the height of the handle is not as large as many of its competitors and has no height adjustment option, so those over six feet may find it a little low. There is also a lack of cushioning in the handle, so
the vibrations of the engine transfer directly to your hands. Although great for smaller lawns, longer sessions might get a little uncomfortable. PerformanceAsy start, without multiple attemptsA good even cutIn our tests the TB210 started on the first pull each time and having the variable speed options meant we could
adjust the mower at our walking pace, rather than the other way around. The results of TB210 speak for themselves and have made a great cut looking at a range of grass of different length. We're not sure how much the rake bumper, designed to help hold the grass before it reaches the blades, helped, but it certainly
didn't hurt. One thing to note is that instruction manuals are quite generic, covering a range of different models. This can make the specific features and operation difficult to track, as many parts do not apply to the TB210. VerdictThe Troy-Bilt TB210 is a very capable mower and, for its set of features, offers excellent
value for money. The front-wheel drive set up is not suitable for all users, and has its drawbacks, but those looking for a lightweight solution that is easy to maneuver are well supported here. For smaller, flatter lawns (less than half an acre), TB210 is well suited. However, those with larger or less equal areas to mow,
small grass capacity and lack of cushioning or grip adjustment can become tedious. Some of the additional features of the TB210, such as variable speed, bridge wash function and two-lever adjustment, put the mower in the league of some more expensive models, and certainly do for compelling purchase reasons. The
size of the engine the mowing width compares to Troy and Honda's self-propelled models which cost much more. If you're looking for a competent gas mower under $300, the TB210 is a solid choice. Need a better alternative? Best Gas Lawnmowers 2019 Top Ten Reviews has reviewed the best 2019 gas mowers so we
can offer you the authoritative buying tips you've come to expect. Wait. Wait.
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